DRINKS

Welcome to Indie Spice Grill
Originally established in 1999, Indie Spice Grill is a
contemporary reflection of the eclectic and diverse
history of Indian cuisine.
The India we know and love is a dynamic nation
– the beating heart of Asia, and the crossroads of
cultures from China to Europe and Africa.
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WHISKEY SOUR

White Rum, leaves of Mint,
Soda Water, Fresh lime juice,
Sugar.
An all time popular and
refreshing drink

Bourbon or Irish Whiskey
shaken with Fresh lime and
lemon juice.
A modern whiskey drink

8.95

MARGARITA

8.95

PINA COLADA

lime, mango or strawberry

Rum, Pineapple juice, Coconut
cream and blended well with
little ice.

Tequila, Cointreau, lime or
mango or strawberry, all shaken
well or blended with ice.

National drink of Puerto Rico.
Check it out!

It’s tart, zingy and satisfying

8.95

LONG ISLAND ICED TEA

8.95

FRENCH 75

Vodka, White rum, Tequila,
Gin, Cointreau, Sweet and
Sour and a little cola.
It’s a popular thirst-quencher
if you’re very thirsty.

8.95

London Dry Gin, Shaken with
fresh lemon juice, sugar syrup,
topped with bubbly.
Gin, citrusy and bubbles.

8.95

Coctails

Coctails

FLIRTINI

MUMBAI MULE

BOURBON OLD FASHIONED

Raspberry vodka, pineapple
juice, raspberry puree, shaken
and topped with bubbly.

Bourbon whiskey stirred with
sugar and bitters with a splash
of soda.

Pink, Fluffy and deceivingly not
sweet.

A wonderful predinner cocktail
for Bourbon lovers...

8.95

INDIE COSMO

Bubbly with a touch
of Cream de cassis.

Our variation of the
cosmopoliton is lipsmackingly
sweet-and-sour. Perfect for
parties.

This French cocktail
is a perfect aperitif to
start up your evening!

8.95

Its sweet and
rejuvenating with
orange flavour in the
background.

8.95

The cold coffee-flavour cocktail mixes with espresso coffee,
coffee liqueur and simple
syrup. Shaken and Garnished
with 3 coffee beans, and its
picture perfect.

8.95

8.95

Italian cocktail consisting of
prosecco, Aperol and soda
water, ice and a slice
of orange

ESPRESSO MARTINI

Vodka and blue
curacao, topped up
with lemonade.

The flavours of India in a
cocktail.
This is delicious.

APEROL SPRITZ

KIR ROYALE

BLUE LAGOON

Saffron Gin, Kummel (cumin &
carroway liqueur), fresh lime,
cardamom tincture and ginger
beer

8.95

Gin or Vodka, shaken with triple
sec fresh lime and lemon juice,
raspberry syrup.

TEQUILA SUNRISE

It will jolt you awake with its
boozy magical powers.

8.95

8.95

Tequila, orange juice, and
grenadine syrup.
Its sweet and refreshing

8.95

Coctails

White wines

MOCKTAILS

PIONERO RESERVA SAUVIGNON BLANC

CINDERELLA

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Orange, Lemon and Pineapple
juice shaken and topped up
with soda water and a dash of
grenadine syrup.

Lemon-lime soda,
Ginger ale and
grenadine

5.95

DE PAOLO PINOT GRIGIO
Chile

Pale yellow, shining and luminous with citrus fruits such as
grapefruit and lime, lemon grass, verbena and slight hints of
fresh herbs. This is a very fresh, citrus-flavoured wine, long,
juicy, and elegant with fruity intensity, great body and long
persistence. Easy drinking with your starters!

5.95

MANGO LASSI

Plain yoghurts, chopped Flesh
from mango or tinned. Mango
pulp, Sugar and Crushed ice.

Bubbling with sweetness

Mmmm... Yummy

5.95

Glass / Bottle
6.50 / 24.00

PENNAUTIER CHARDONNAY
Spain

Is a wonderful mixture of lime
and mint.

Straw colour, this pinot grigio displays a long lasting fruity
bouquet of green apples and pears with an underlying
minerality. Easy drinking with your starters!

Glass / Bottle
6.25 / 23.00

MARQUES DE CACERES RUEDA VERDEJO
INNOCENT MOJITO

Italy

A hugely aromatic wine expressing intense flavours of apples
and pears. Medium bodied super with Chicken and Fish.
Awards: 91 POINTS– REPSOL 2017 Guide

Glass / Bottle
7.00 / 25.00

5.95

FRANSCHHOEK CELLARS CHENIN BLANC
South Africa

Fruity entry followed by well balanced crisp acidity and a juicy
tropical citrus fruit after-taste. An easy drinking dry, light bodied
wine that is crisp and enticing. Medium bodied great with Prawn
and Fish.

Glass / Bottle
7.00 / 26.00

France

Very bright, golden colour. A powerful nose with aromas of
grapefruit, pineapple and lemon zest, with a hint of fresh
hazelnuts. Very fresh and well-balanced in the mouth.
A wine to appreciate in its youth. A light Chardonnay perfect
with Chicken.

Glass / Bottle
7.00 / 26.00

White wines

Red wines

PACO AND LOLA NO.12 ALBARINO

TOMMASI LUGANA

PIONERO RESERVA CABERNET

Spain

White flowers, acacia and orange blossom, with a sweet tropical
background, intense aroma of lychees. Fresh, citric, intense and
fruity mouth. Elegant, slightly bitter finish. Super wine made to
be had with all things from the Sea!!
Awards: Award winning winery at International Wine Challenge,
London 2017

Fresh citrus. Delicious hints of tropical fruit. Clean crisp finish.
Creamy flavours of pear and melon finish similarly. Medium
wine. Excellent with seafood and starters.

YALUMBA ORGANIC CHARDONNAY

DOMANE WACHAU RIESLING
Australia

Aromas of peach, melon and ripe stone fruits. The palate is a
beautiful layering of distinct flavours starting with stone fruits
and hints of lemon rind, leading to a creamy custard apple finish.
Medium to full must try with a creamy Chicken dish!

Glass / Bottle
29.50

MAUI SAUVIGNON BLANC
New Zealand

Pale straw green in colour with brilliant clarity. A zesty and
aromatic wine with lots of lively fruit characters. A concentration
of assertive passion fruit and tropical fruit flavours with an
abundant bouquet, it is a wine that is always crisp, elegant
and refreshing.

Glass / Bottle
31.00

Violet-red wine, intense, with highlights of ruby, brings elegant
aromas of ripe red fruit, plum, vanilla and preserves. It is juicy,
with a lot of fruit, spices, chocolate and caramel. It has very
good structure and body, with long persistence and broad
tannins Medium to Full bodied.

Glass / Bottle
29.00

Glass / Bottle
28.00

PIONERO RESERVA MERLOT
Chile

Italy

A hint of toast overlies the still intense lime and citrus fruit.
Citrus dominant, lime juice and marmalade finishing with a
crushed stone minerality. Clean and dry with refreshing natural
acidity. Enjoy with Prawn and Seafood.
Awards: Domane Wachau, Rated in Top 100 Wines 2017 by
Wine Enthusiast

Deep dark violet in colour and offers powerful aromas of
blackstone fruit and notes of chocolate. Blackberry and black
currant fruit is complimented with a touch of sweet spice and leads
into a lingering finish with ripe velvety tannins. Medium Malbec
which would go well with Beef or Venison.

PASCAL JOLIVET SANCERRE

HONORO VERA GARNACHA

Glass / Bottle
7.00 / 25.00

Glass / Bottle
31.00

Glass / Bottle
49.00

Glass / Bottle
6.25 / 23.00

CASTELLANI CHIANTI CLASSICO
Argentina

Austria

Unique, rigorous, chic, timeless and divinely good. A Full wine a
must with seafood. Awards: 90points Wine Spectator

Intense violet-red with aromas of ripe plum and wild
blackberries. Smooth and seductive fruit, hints of bitter sweet
dark chocolate A fresh, herbal, leafy Merlot, with plums and
damson fruit on the palate. Soft easy drinking!!

Glass / Bottle
6.25 / 23.00

ARGENTO MALBEC

France

Chile

Spain

It exhibits greater aromatic complexity, richness with mineral
and blueberry notes leading to a savory and spicy wine nicely
balanced and very easy to drink.

Glass / Bottle
7.50 / 27.50

Italy

From the best area in Chianti, a vivacious ruby red colour.
Fruity fragrance, hints of violet, cherry and wild red berries.
Full-bodied, dry and traditional with a final touch of cherry and
pepper. Medium to Full. Try with Lamb or beef.

Glass / Bottle
7.50 / 27.00

Red wines

Red wines

YALUMBA ORGANIC SHIRAZ

BARVILLE COTES DU RHONE ESPRIT
France

Smooth, warming and elegant. Its aromas recall wild red fruits,
dark cherries, forest floor and liquorice. The tannins are soft yet
precise. Medium wine try with Lamb!!

Glass / Bottle
28.00

BOSCHENDAL SHIRAZ

PERIQUITA RESERVA

Fresh citrus. Delicious hints of tropical fruit. Clean crisp finish.
Creamy flavours of pear and melon finish similarly. Medium
wine. Excellent with seafood and starters.

South Africa

Bursting with varietal aromas of plum, red cherry and mulberry
with notes of violets and dried herbs. Flavours of plum, allspice
and blueberries are supported by hints of milk chocolate. This is
a fruit driven, medium bodied wine with fine, soft tannins and
a bright, juicy, persistent finish. A Medium to full wine try with
lamb or beef! Awards: Silver Medal IWSC

Glass / Bottle
30.00

TWIGGY MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO

The Periquita Reserva represents the true Periquita tradition
as well as a vision for the future. The Castelão, Touriga
Nacional and Touriga Francesa indigenous grape varieties
provide Periquita Reserva with a character, a sweet aroma and
complexity. Full bodied Wine.

Glass / Bottle
8.00 / 29.50

MARQUES DE CACERES EXCELLENS CRIANZA

OPAWA PINOT NOIR

Intense ruby red colour with violet hues and a nose of cherries
and black fruits. The palate offers gorgeous ripe cherry and
blackberry fruit. The wine is dry and smooth and perfectly
rounded and delicious. Very well balanced with just the right
amount of acidity and a lovely ripe finish. Medium Wine.

Glass / Bottle
30.00

The powerful red wine, confident with a traditional mix of
strong fruit and spicy flavours. Medium wine, try with a Beef
or a Lamb dish. Awards: Top 100 Best Buys 2017 89pts, Wine
Enthusiast

Glass / Bottle
33.00

CHATEAU BEGADAN, MEDOC CRU BOURGEOIS
New Zealand

This wine was made from selected premium vineyards in our
dedicated Pinot Noir Cellar using principles of minimal handling
and gravity flow. After a cold soak and indigenous fermentation
the wine was pressed into French oak barriques for maturation,
before being clarified and bottled. Light to Medium.

France

Chateau Begadan lies on one of Medoc’s highest points, and one
has a fantastic view over the river Gironde. Begadan 18th century
underground cellar is one of the oldest in the Medoc and presents
the perfect maturing conditions for a wine that is vinified with the
same care and technique as a Grand Cru Classé. Medium to Full.

Glass / Bottle
37.00

Glass / Bottle
8.00 / 30.00

TOMASSI AMARONE
Italy

California

Glass / Bottle
32.00

Spain

Excellens has an intense ruby red colour. Attractive bouquet
of raspberries and strawberries with a hint of soft spice from
ageing in oak. Rich in the mouth with ripe tannins that highlight
its structure and elegance. A wine with character. A Full Rioja
which is a must try with all things Lamb!!
Awards: 93points Guia Proensa

THREE THIEVES CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Portugal

Australia

Glass / Bottle
38.00

TOMMASI RIPASSO
Italy

Made from 100% dried grapes, this full bodied red is warm and
ripe on the nose with aromas of dried fruits and Christmas cake
smells. An intense wine with distinct notes of dried cherries and
plums and a lingering aftertaste. Deliciously silky smooth. Big
and Bold ! A wine for a rich robust dish!!!
Awards: 92points Robert Parker

Glass / Bottle
80.00

Italy

Here the Valpolicella grapes are re-fermented on the Amarone
skins imparting some of the characteristics of the Amarone
wine. Rich spicy perfumes and black pepper notes with a hint of
raisins. Full bodied with a balanced palate, very intense and spicy
with sweet cherry flavours.

Glass / Bottle
38.00

Sparkling wine, rose & champagne

Ales, Beers & Ciders
HOPE ARE IRISH LOCAL CRAFT BEER

DOMAINE DE COLOMBETTE ROSE
Rose Wines

SERENA PROSECCO SPUMANTE
France

Made from Grenache, Cinsault and Cabernet grapes, this wine
shows delicate red berry fruit flavours and a very fresh and
crisp palate. Initial sweet fruit flavours especially strawberries
turn to a dry and fresh finish. The ultimate wine for sipping on
sunny afternoons.

Glass / Bottle
26.00

LOUIS ROEDERER PREMIER BRUT CHAMPAGNE

Prosecco

HANDSOME JACK IPA ABV 6.6%

PASSIFYOUCAN PALE ALE ABV 4.6%

A full flavoured Citrusy double dry Hopped strong IPA.
Citrusy, Malty and Bitter.
Great with Indian food.

An easy-drinking, malty, slightly fruity American Pale Ale.
Malty, Fruity, Easy-Drinking.
Great with Chicken and spicy food.

Italy

This is a light mildly sparkling Prosecco with lovely fruit
concentration and floral aromas, a pretty pale lemon colour, the
wine is fruit led with citrus and delicate apple flavours on the
palate. Medium bodied and well balanced, with a gentle mousse.

Glass / Bottle
10.00 / 35.00

6.00

6.00

UNDERDOG HOPPY LAGER ABV 4.8%

GRUNT CITRUSY WHEAT BEER ABV 4.8%

A clean, crisp lager with a subtle malt sweetness, citrus aroma
and refreshing bitterness. A brilliant all-rounder but especially
good with BBQ food and curries!

Hope’s Grunt is bone-dry citrusy spicy ale inspired by Belgian
farmhouse brewers. Infused with Lemongrass, Bergamont and
Juniper Berries.

France

Brut Premier embodies the Louis Roederer house style, gracefully
blending the old and new. Made from reserve wines, it allies the
freshness of youth with the roundness and vinosity of mature
wine. This is structured, expansive Champagne with a smooth
attack and a modern, powerful style with no loss of finesse.

6.00

Glass / Bottle
85.00

6.00

HEINEKEN DRAFT

Pint
6.00

KING COBRA

750 ml
13.95

COBRA DRAFT

Pint
6.5

TIGER

500 ml
6.95

SMALL COBRA

330 ml
5.50

CIDER

330 ml
5.95

LARGE COBRA

660 ml
8.95

Gin

Gin

GORDON’S

HENDRICK’S

KING OF SOHO

DINGLE

A secret combination, including juniper, coriander seeds, orange
peel, lemon peel, angelica root, orris root, liquorice, ginger,
nutmeg and cassia oil. Dry and fresh, with juniper and
citrus flavours.

No other gin tastes like Hendrick’s, because no other gin is
made like Hendrick’s. Infused with the remarkable Bulgarian
Rosa Damascena and specially selected cucumbers from the
finest producers, resulting is an extraordinarily smooth gin.

Quadruple distilled, the gin is crafted in small batches using
traditional methods in a steel pot still. Twelve botanicals and
neutral grain spirit are mixed with water and left to macerate
overnight releasing the flavours from the botanicals.

Dingle Original Gin is made in small batches of 500 litres.
The unique character and flavour come from the painstaking
and original choice of botanicals.

8.00

6.50

7.50

9.50

GUNPOWDER

BLACKWATER NO.5

PINKSTER

HA’PENNY

An Irish Gin made with juniper, angelica, orris, caraway,
coriander, meadowsweet, cardamom and star anise as well as
vapour infused oriental lemon and lime, fresh grapefruit and
gunpowder teal.

To taste, Blackwater No.5 Gin is classically styled, with juniper
upfront and coriander seed pushing in abruptly when tasted
neat. The long finish makes for a full flavour journey that has
you wanting more sip after sip.

The original Pinkster gin,hand-steeped in fresh raspberries,
delivered straight to your door in just 48 hours. Deliciously dry
with a hint of fruit and an exceptionally smooth finish. If you’re
trying as a G&T,be sure to spank the mint. Enjoy.

Ha’Penny Gin is an Irish made gin that draws inspiration from
Victorian Dublin and the flora found in the walled gardens
within Phoenix Park. The botanicals include blackberries,
lavender, geranium and dendelion flowers as well as traditional
juniper and other well known gin ingredients.

Glass / Bottle
7.00

9.50

Glass / Bottle
8.00

7.50

SHORTCROSS

MONKEY 47

STAR OF BOMBAY

MARE

Shortcross Gin was created to be a classical Gin with a unique
twist; best described as floral meadows, wild berries and grassy
notes. It is highly aromatic with an exceptionally long and
smooth finish.

A curious gin from the Black Forestin Germany. Made with 47
botanicalsand bottled at 47%, they also use a ‘secret weapon
typical to the Black Forest’ in the mix – cranberries.

Star of Bombay is a higher-strength, super-premium variant of
Bombay Sapphire. The classic notes of Juniper, Angelica and
Coriander have been intensified, with the addition of Bergamot
and Ambrette Seeds offering extra exoticness. A rich
and intense gin.

Mare is a Mediterranean gin flavoured with four principal
botanicals: basil, thyme, rosemary and, most unusual of all, the
Arbequina olive. Alongside juniper, cardamom and citrus, these
different botanicals create a strangely arresting gin: you’ll know
when you’ve had a Mare.

10.50

Glass / Bottle
17.00

9.50

Glass / Bottle
11.50

Gin

Vodka

TANQUERAY NO.10

BROCKMANS

ABSOLUT

GREY GOOSE

Almost 200 years of distillation know-how and Charles
Tanqueray’s pursuit of perfection have been combined to create
a truly unique gin distilled from whole citrus fruits. The result is
a truly unique liquid that provides a deep citrus burst in
every sip.

To make Brockmans, exquisite botanicals are sourced from all
over the world. The more traditional notes of gin are combined
with a refreshing influence of citrus and aromatic wild berry.
This creates an intensely smooth gin with a beautifully crafted
taste that is sensual and daringly different.

This superb vodka was distilled from grain grown in the rich
fields of southern Sweden. Because it has no added sugar
Absolut vodka is perfect for mixing. Try in an Espresso Martini
or simply with tonic and lime.

From Cognac in France, this breakthrough wheat-based smallbatch ultra-premium vodka has achieved global success and
won a Platinum medal at the World Spirits Championship. Clean
and fresh,with a smooth, creamy texture.

10.00

10.00

11.00

7.00

THIN GIN

TAIGA SHTOF SIBERIAN

SMIRNOFF

It uses all Irish grown botanicals such as apple, wild thyme, elder
flowers, white clover and tansy. Thin Gin is robust and stands up
well when partnered with a good tonic.

Made of 100% Alpha Spirit, Taiga Shtof Siberian Vodka delivers a
brutally smooth taste which brings drinkers back to the original
experience of real vodka.

The vodka feels soft on the palate with a touch of grain
sweetness, but is mostly neutral. A little oily. Finishes clean and
touch spicy. Best served on the rocks or ion a cocktail.

7.50

15.00

6.50

Irish Whiskey

Mixers

JAMESON

MIDLETON

Jameson Original is a blend of pot still and fine grain whiskeys
that is as versatile as it is smooth. Triple-distilled and aged for a
minimum of 4 years, this is the timeless whiskey that turned our
green bottle into an icon.

DOUBLE DUCH PREMIUM TONIC

Very Rare
The blend is dominated by pot still whiskey mixed with some
very old grain whiskey. All maturation is done in 1st fill bourbon
casks which gives this whiskey a wonderful smooth but complex
flavour profile.

6.50

12 year old
In a move away from vintages, Knappogue Castle 12 Year Old is
a delicious triple distilled single malt Irish whiskey bottling.

Soft Drinks/Fruit Juices/Water

The current Green Spot is made at Midleton from pot still
whiskey aged between seven and nine years, with 25% coming
from sherry casks and a medium weight pot still content. Made
in very limited quantities, it is highly prized by drinkers.

JACK DANIELS

The nose is light and fruity with spicy aromas and vanilla notes
developing into crème brulee. From here this whiskey land a
gentle, warming mouthfeel with a touch of honey sweetness.
The finish is crisp and fresh with a touch of spice.

7.00

COCO COLA / 330 ml

3.95

COCO COLA ZERO / 330 ml

3.95

DIET COKE / 330 ml

3.95

FANTA / 330 ml

3.95

SPRITE / 330 ml

3.95

Glass / Bottle
12.00

8.50

BUSHMILLS

200 ml
3.50

25.00

GREEN SPOT

KNAPPOGUE CASTLE

Double Dutch Indian Tonic
Double Dutch Cucumber and Watermelon Premium mixer
Double Dutch Pomegranate and Basil Premium mixer
Double Dutch Cranberry Premium mixer
Double Dutch Ginger Beer

Fruit Juice

Born a clear whiskey, the iconic spirit owes its rich colour to the
charred oak, barrels it matures in. The nose is very smooth with
woody and a hint of fruity undertone.

Glass / Bottle
7.00

ORANGE

3.00

CRANBERRY

3.00

PINEAPPLE

3.00

APPLE

3.00

Coffee and Tea
ESPRESSO

2.95

MOCHA

3.95

DOUBLE ESPRESSO

3.25

LATTE WITH FLAVOURS

4.25

DECAFFEINATED COFFEE

3.50

CIOCCOLATO COFFEE

4.25

CAPPUCCINO

3.95

ENGLISH BREAKFAST

2.95

AMERICANO

3.25

TEA FORTE

3.95

Liqueur Coffee
IRISH COFFEE

6.95

BAILEY COFFEE

6.95

FRENCH COFFEE

6.95

CALYPSO COFFEE

6.95

INDIE LIQUEUR COFFEE

7.95

Liqueurs
Aperitifs

BRANDY

6.50

TEQUILA

6.00

CAMPARI

6.00

KAHLUA

6.00

MARTINI

6.00

TIA MARIA

6.00

SHERRY

6.00

AMARETTO

6.00

PORT

6.00

Spirits
COINTREAU

6.00

DRAMBUIE

6.00

SAMBUCCA

6.00

BAILEYS

6.00

CREME DE MENTHE

6.00

Rum
BACARDI

6.50

MALIBU

6.50

CAPTAIN MORGAN

6.50

DARK RUM

6.50

All prices include VAT at the current rate. Service charge is not included. Takeaway services are available.
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